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Abstract Current peer-to-peer (P2P) systems often suffer from a large fraction of
freeriders not contributing any resources to the network. Various mechanisms have
been designed to overcome this problem. However, the selfish behavior of peers has
aspects which go beyond resource sharing. This paper studies the effects on the topol-
ogy of a P2P network if peers selfishly select the peers to connect to. In our model, a
peer exploits locality properties in order to minimize the latency (or response times)
of its lookup operations. At the same time, the peer aims at not having to maintain
links to too many other peers in the system. By giving tight bounds on the price of
anarchy, we show that the resulting topologies can be much worse than if peers col-
laborated. Moreover, the network may never stabilize, even in the absence of churn.
Finally, we establish the complexity of Nash equilibria in our game theoretic model
of P2P networks. Specifically, we prove that it is NP-hard to decide whether our game
has a Nash equilibrium and can stabilize.
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1 Introduction

The power of peer-to-peer computing arises from the collaboration of the system’s
constituent parts, the peers. If all the participating peers contribute some of their
resources—for instance bandwidth, memory, or CPU cycles—highly scalable decen-
tralized systems can be built which outperform existing server-based architectures.
However, in reality, peers may act selfishly and strive for maximizing their own util-
ity by benefiting from the system without contributing much themselves. Hence the
performance—and thus its success in practice!—of a p2p system crucially depends
on its capability of dealing with selfishness.

One of the few systems that actively tries to tackle the non-cooperation challenge
is BitTorrent—which is also one of the most popular applications on the Internet.
Unfortunately, in contrast to common belief, BitTorrent can still be cheated by selfish
users, e.g., with the BitThief client. Motivated by the apparent weaknesses, we are
interested in the impact of selfish behavior in p2p systems. Game theory provides
tools to quantify such effects.

This article investigates the impact of selfish behavior in unstructured peer-to-peer
topologies. Concretely, we study the quality of the network topologies which result
if peers selfishly select to which other peers they connect. One contribution will be
the computation of the Price of Anarchy of p2p overlay creation, which is the ratio
between an optimal solution compared to a solution generated by peers that act in an
egoistic manner, optimizing their individual benefit.

The importance of studying the Price of Anarchy in peer-to-peer systems stems
from the fact that it quantifies the possible degradation caused by selfishness. Specif-
ically, a low Price of Anarchy indicates that a system does not require an incentive-
mechanism (such as tit-for-tat), because selfishness does not overly bog down the
overall system performance. If the Price of Anarchy is high, however, specific co-
operation incentives (whose goals are to reduce the Price of Anarchy) need to be
enforced in order to ensure that the system can perform efficiently. Hence, in peer-
to-peer systems the Price of Anarchy is a measure that helps explaining the necessity
(or non-necessity) of cooperation mechanisms.

We will first show that the topologies of selfish, unstructured p2p systems can
be much worse than in a scenario in which peers collaborate. More precisely, we
show that the Price of Anarchy is �(min(α,n)), where α is a parameter that captures
the tradeoff between lookup performance (low stretches) and the cost of neighbor
maintenance, and n is the number of peers in the system. Thereby, the upper bound
O(min(α,n)) holds for peers located in arbitrary metric spaces, including the popu-
lar growth-bounded and doubling metrics. On the other hand, intriguingly, this bound
is tight even in such a simple metric space as the 1-dimensional Euclidean space. As
a second contribution, we prove that the topology of a static peer-to-peer system
consisting of selfish peers may never converge to a stable state. That is, links may
continuously change even in environments without churn, causing the network to be
inherently instable. Finally, we consider the complexity of Nash equilibria. We show
that deciding whether there exists a pure Nash equilibrium in a given network is NP-
hard. Consequently, it is infeasible in practice to determine if a p2p network of selfish
peers can stabilize.
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2 A P2P Network Creation Game

We model the peers of a p2p network as points in a metric space M = (V , d), where
d : V ×V → [0,∞) is the distance function which describes the underlying latencies
between all pairs of peers. The effects of selfish peer behavior is studied from a game-
theoretic perspective. We consider a set of n peers V = {π1,π2, . . . , πn}. A peer
can choose to which subset of other peers it wants to store pointers (IP addresses).
Formally, the strategy space of a peer πi is given by Si = 2V \{πi }, and we will refer
to the actually chosen links as πi ’s strategy si ∈ Si . We say that πi maintains or
establishes a link to πj if πj ∈ si . The combination of all peers’ strategies, i.e., s =
(s1, . . . , sn) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sn, yields a (directed) graph G[s] = (V ,

⋃n
i=1({πi} × si)),

which describes the resulting p2p topology.
Selfish peers exploit locality in order to maximize their lookup performance. Con-

cretely, a peer aims at minimizing the stretch to all other peers. The stretch between
two peers π and π ′ is defined as the shortest distance between π and π ′ using the
links of the resulting p2p topology G divided by the direct distance, i.e., for a topol-
ogy G, stretchG(π,π ′) = dG(π,π ′)/d(π,π ′). Clearly, it is desirable for a peer to
have low stretch to other peers in order to keep its latency small. By establishing
a link to all peers in the system, a peer reaches every peer with minimal stretch 1,
and the potential lookup performance is optimal. However, storing and especially
maintaining a large number of links is expensive. Therefore, the individual cost ci(s)

incurred at a peer π is composed not only of the stretches to all other peers, but also
of its degree, i.e., the number of its neighbors:

ci(s) = α · |si | +
∑

i �=j

stretchG[s](πi,πj ).

Note that this cost function captures the classic p2p trade-off between the need to
minimize latencies and the desire to store and maintain only few links, as it has been
addressed by many existing systems, for example Pastry [36]. Thereby, the relative
importance of degree costs versus stretch costs is expressed by the parameter α.

The objective of a selfish peer is to minimize its individual cost. In order to evalu-
ate the topologies constructed by selfish peers—and compare them to the topologies
achieved by collaborating peers—we use the notion of a Nash equilibrium. A p2p
topology constitutes a Nash equilibrium if no peer can reduce its individual cost by
changing its set of neighbors given that the connections of all other peers remain the
same. More formally, a (pure) Nash equilibrium is a combination of strategies s such
that, for each peer πi , and for all alternative strategies s′ which differ only in the ith
component (different neighbor sets for peer πi ), ci(s) ≤ ci(s

′). This means that in a
Nash equilibrium, no peer has an incentive to change its current set of neighbors, that
is, Nash equilibria are stable.

While peers try to minimize their individual cost, the system designer is interested
in a good overall quality of the p2p network. The social cost is the sum of all peers’
individual costs, i.e.,

C(G) =
∑

i

ci = α|E| +
∑

i �=j

stretchG(πi,πj ).

The lower this social cost, the better is the system’s performance.
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Determining the parameter α in real unstructured peer-to-peer networks is an in-
teresting field for study. As mentioned, α measures the relative importance of low
stretches compared to the peers’ degrees, and thus depends on the system or appli-
cation: for example, in systems with many lookups where good response times are
vital, α is smaller than in distributed archival storage systems consisting mainly of
large files. In the sequel, we will denote the link and stretch costs by

CE(G) = α|E| and CS(G) =
∑

i �=j

stretchG(πi,πj ).

Typically, a given distribution of peers in a metric space can result in different
Nash equilibria, depending on the order in which peers change their links. To gain
an understanding of the impact of selfishness on the social cost, we are particularly
interested in the social cost of the worst possible Nash equilibrium. That is, we study
topologies in which no selfish peer has an incentive to change its neighbors, but in
which all peers together could be much better off if they collaborated. More precisely
and using the terminology of game theory, we are interested in the Price of Anarchy,
the ratio between the social cost of the worst Nash equilibrium and the social cost of
the optimal topology.

3 Related Work

Papadimitriou [31] has argued that the Internet has surpassed the von Neumann com-
puter as the most complex computational artifact of our time. In particular, he pointed
out that the Internet has a socio-economic complexity whose understanding requires
techniques from mathematical economics and game theory [30]. Since then, game
theoretic approaches have become increasingly popular to study selfish behavior on
all layers of distributed systems. Specifically, researchers have been keen to study
the inherent loss of efficiency in a system caused by the participant’s selfishness in
networks. Consequently, the Price of Anarchy and its complexity have been investi-
gated in various system settings, for example in routing [12, 35] (see also the book by
Roughgarden [34]): Roughgarden has observed that the data packets which usually
“rocket along the Internet at the speed of light” [6] can be significantly slowed down
by selfish routers—a phenomenon which has been known also in civil engineering in
the context of road planning. Besides being a useful toolkit to understand strategic
interactions occurring in today’s Internet, game theory itself offers exciting questions
for mathematicians and computer scientists. For instance, while it is known that Nash
equilibria always exist if the players’ strategies are convex sets (such sets can for ex-
ample be obtained by using probability distributions over strategies), in general, the
complexity of finding a Nash equilibrium is believed to be one of the most important
open questions on the boundary of the complexity class P, besides factoring [31].
Despite decades of effort, the computational complexity of computing a Nash equi-
librium for a general-sum normal-form game remains unknown.

Adar and Huberman [3] noticed that selfish behavior is a reality also in peer-to-
peer systems, and that there exists a large fraction of free riders in the file sharing
network Gnutella. The problem of selfish behavior in peer-to-peer systems has been
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a hot topic in p2p research ever since, e.g. [23, 38], and many mechanisms to encour-
age cooperation have been proposed, for example in [19, 22, 37, 39, 41]. Perhaps the
simplest fairness mechanism is to directly incorporate contribution monitoring into
the client software. For instance, in the file-sharing system Kazaa, the client records
the contribution of its user. However, such a solution can simply be bypassed by im-
plementing a different client that hard-wires the contribution level to the maximum,
as it was the case with Kazaa Lite. Inspired by real economies, some researchers have
also proposed the introduction of some form of virtual money which is used for the
transactions. However, these monetary or credit based approaches have a substantial
overhead in terms of communication costs and infrastructure, and are inefficient [21,
42]. Often, these systems also require market regulating mechanisms [41] to cope
with inflation or deflation—a complex issue. Additionally, monetary based systems
may deter users from participating [29].

BitTorrent [11] has incorporated a fairness mechanism from the beginning. Al-
though this mechanism has similarities to the well known tit-for-tat scheme [7], the
mechanism employed in BitTorrent distinguishes itself from the classic tit-for-tat
mechanism in many respects [24]. It has also been the subject of active research
recently (e.g., [8, 20, 33]). Based on PlanetLab tests, [24] has argued that BitTorrent
lacks appropriate rewards and punishments and therefore peers might be tempted to
freeload. The authors further propose a tit-for-tat-oriented mechanism based on the
iterated prisoner’s dilemma [7] in order to deter peers from freeloading. However, in
their work, a peer is already considered a free rider if it contributes considerably less
than other peers. BitThief [26], on the other hand, aims at attaining fast downloads
strictly without uploading any data. This is often desirable, since in many countries
downloading certain media content is legal whereas uploading is not.

The game-theoretic model of our locality game has been inspired by the paper
by Fabrikant et al. [18] which studies the Internet’s architecture as built by economic
agents, e.g., by Internet providers or autonomous systems. Recent subsequent work on
network creation in various settings includes [4, 5, 10, 14–17]. In contrast to all these
works, our model takes into account many of the intrinsic properties of p2p systems.
For instance, it captures the important locality properties of p2p systems, i.e., the
desire to reduce the latencies (expressed as the stretch) experienced when performing
look-up operations. Furthermore, the fact that a peer can decide to which other peers
it wishes to store pointers and thus maintain links yields a scenario with directed
links. Building structured systems that explicitly exploit locality properties has been a
flourishing research area in networking and p2p computing (e.g. [2, 36, 43]). In early
literature on distributed hash tables, the major measure of system quality has been the
number of hops required for look-up operations. While this hop-distance is certainly
of importance, it has been argued that the delay of communication (i.e., the stretch
between pairs of peers) is a more relevant quality measure. Based on results achieved
in [32], systems such as [1, 2, 36, 44] guarantee a provably bounded stretch with a
limited number of links per peer. All of these systems are structured and peers are
supposed to participate in a carefully predefined topology. Our work complements
this line of research by analyzing topologies as they are created by selfish peers,
which are interested only in optimizing their individual trade-off between locality
and maintenance overhead.
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4 Price of Anarchy

The Price of Anarchy is a measure to bound the degradation of a globally optimal
solution caused by selfish individuals. In this section, we show that the topologies
created by selfish peers deteriorate more (compared to collaborative networks) as the
cost of maintaining links becomes more important (larger α). Concretely, in Sect. 4.1
we prove that for arbitrary metric spaces—thus, including the important and well-
studied growth-bounded [25] and doubling (e.g. [9]) metrics—the Price of Anarchy
never exceeds O(min(α,n)). We then show in Sect. 4.2 that this bound is tight even
in the “simplest” metric space, the 1-dimensional Euclidean space, where there exist
Nash equilibria with a Price of Anarchy of �(min(α,n)).

4.1 Upper Bound

Assume the most general setting where n peers are arbitrarily located in a given
metric space M, and consider a peer π which has to find a suitable neighbor set.
Clearly, the maximal stretch from π to any other peer π ′ in the system is at most α+1:
if stretch(π,π ′) > α + 1, π could establish a direct link to π ′, reducing the stretch
from more than α + 1 to 1, while incurring a link cost of α. Therefore, in any Nash
equilibrium, no stretch exceeds α + 1. Because there are at most n(n − 1) directed
links (from each peer to all remaining peers), the social cost of a Nash equilibrium
is O(αn2). In the social optimum on the other hand, all stretches are at least 1 and
there must be at least n − 1 links in order to keep the topology connected. This lower
bounds the optimal social cost by �(αn + n2) and yields the following result.

Theorem 4.1 For any metric space M, the Price of Anarchy is O(min(α,n)).

Theorem 4.1 implies that if the relative importance of the peers’ stretch is large,
the Price of Anarchy is small. That is, for small α, the selfish peers have an incen-
tive to establish links to many other peers, while also the optimal network is highly
connected.

4.2 Lower Bound

We now show that there are p2p networks in which the Price of Anarchy is as bad
as �(min(α,n)), which implies that the upper bound of Sect. 4.1 is asymptotically
tight. Intriguingly, the Price of Anarchy can deteriorate to �(min(α,n)) even if the
underlying latency metric describes a simple 1-dimensional Euclidean space.

Consider the topology G in which peers are located on a line, and the distance
(latency) between two consecutive peers increases exponentially towards the right.
Concretely, peer i, for i from 1 to n, is located at position αi−1/2 if i is odd, and
at position αi−1 if i is even. The peers of G maintain links as follows: all peers
have a link to their nearest neighbor on the left. Odd peers additionally have a link
to the second nearest peer on their right. After proving that G constitutes a Nash
equilibrium, we derive the lower bound on the Price of Anarchy by computing the
social cost of this topology.
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Lemma 4.2 The topology G forms a Nash equilibrium for α ≥ 3.4.

Proof We distinguish between even and odd peers. For both cases, we show that no
peer has an incentive to deviate from its strategy.

Case even peers: Every even peer i needs to link to at least one peer on its left,
otherwise i cannot reach the peers j < i. A connection to peer i − 1 is optimal, as
the stretch to all peers j < i becomes 1. Observe that every alternative link to the
left would imply a larger stretch to at least one peer on the left without reducing
the stretch to peers on the right. Furthermore, i cannot reduce the distance to any—
neither left nor right—peer by adding further links to the left. Hence, it only remains
to show that i cannot benefit from adding more links to the right.

By adding a link to the right, peer i shortens the distance to all peers on the right.
However, we show that the cost reduction per peer decreases as a geometric series,
and any such link to the right would strictly increase i’s costs. We consider two cases:
i linking to an odd peer on the right, and to an even peer on the right.

Link to an odd peer: Consider the benefit of i adding a link to its odd neighbor
i + 1. For an odd peer j > i, we define the benefit Bi,j as the stretch cost reduction
caused by the addition of the link (i, i + 1). We have, for i ≥ 2,

Bi,j = stretchold(i, j) − stretchnew(i, j) = d(i, i − 1) + d(i − 1, j)

d(i, j)
− d(i, j)

d(i, j)

= αi−1 − 1
2αi−2 + 1

2αj−1 − 1
2αi−2

1
2αj−1 − αi−1

− 1 = 2αi−1 − αi−2

1
2αj−1 − αi−1

= 2 − 1
α

1
2αj−i − 1

.

Similarly, the savings Bi,j for an even peer j > i and i ≥ 2 amount to Bi,j =
stretchold(i,j)− stretchnew(i,j) = (d(i, i −1)+d(i −1,j +1)+d(j +1,j))/(d(i,j))

−(d(i, j + 1) + d(j + 1, j))/(d(i, j)) = (αi−1 − αi−2 + αj − αj−1)/(αj−1 −
αi−1) − (αj − αi−1 − αj−1)/(αj−1 − αi−1) = (2αi−1 − αi−2)/(αj−1 − αi−1) =
(2 − 1

α
)/(αj−i − 1). Hence, for all α ≥ 3.4, the total savings Bi for peer i are less

than

Bi =
∑

oddj > i

Bi,j +
∑

evenj > i

Bi,j ≤
∞∑

δ=1

2 − 1
α

1
2α2δ−1 − 1

+
∞∑

δ=1

2 − 1
α

α2δ − 1

≤
(α≥3)

∞∑

δ=1

2 − 1
α

1
2α2δ−2

+
∞∑

δ=1

2 − 1
α

α2δ−1
=

(

2 − 1

α

) ∞∑

δ=1

(
1

1
2α2δ−2

+ 1

α2δ−1

)

=
(

2 − 1

α

)(
2α2

α2 − 1
+ α

α2 − 1

)

= 4α2 − 1

α2 − 1
<

(α≥3.4)
α + 1.

Therefore, the construction of link (i, i + 1) would be of no avail (benefit smaller
than cost). The benefit of alternative or additional links to odd neighbors on the right
is even smaller.

Link to an even peer: A link to an even peer j > i entails a stretch 1 to the cor-
responding peer instead of stretchold(i, j) = (αj − αj−1 + αi−1 − αi−2)/(αj−1 −
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αi−1) < α + 1 for α > 2. However, the stretch from i to all other peers remains un-
changed, since the path i � (i − 1) � (i + 1) is shorter than i � (i + 2) � (i + 1):
αi−1 − 1

2αi−2 + 1
2αi − 1

2αi−2 < αi+1 − αi−1 + αi+1 − 1
2αi for α > 1. Therefore, an

even peer i has no incentive to build links to any even peer on its right.
Case odd peers: An odd peer i needs to link to peer i − 1, otherwise there is no

connection to i − 1 and the stretch from i to i − 1 is infinite. Moreover, if the link
(i, i −1) is established, stretch(i, j) = 1 for all j < i. Therefore, peer i does not profit
from building additional or alternative links to the left.

It remains to study links to the right. In order to reach all peers with a finite stretch,
peer i needs a link to some peer j ≥ i + 2. In the following, we first show that peer
i can always benefit from a link (i, i + 2), independently of additional links to the
right. Secondly, we prove that if i has a link (i, i + 2), it has no incentive to add
further links.

Assume peer i has no direct link to peer i + 2. Then, stretch(i, i + 2) ≥ (2αi+2 −
1
2αi−1 − 1

2αi+1)/( 1
2αi+1 − 1

2αi−1) > α + 1. Hence, no matter which links it already
has, peer i can benefit by additionally pointing to peer i + 2. On the other hand, if i

maintains the link (i, i + 2), any other links to the right only reduce i’s gain. For odd
peers, this is obvious, since the corresponding stretches are already optimal. A link
(i, j) to some even peer j > i only improves the stretch to peer j itself, but not to
other peers. The stretch to peer j becomes 1 instead of stretchold(i, j) = ( 1

2αj+1 −
1
2αi−1 + 1

2αj+1 −αj )/(αj − 1
2αi−1) = (αj+1 −αj − 1

2αi−1)/(αj − 1
2αi−1) < α + 1

for α > 0. Thus, also this link would increase i’s costs. �

Lemma 4.3 The social cost C(G) of the topology G is C(G) ∈ �(αn2).

Proof The topology G has n − 1 links pointing to the left and 	n/2
 links pointing
to the right. Hence, the total link costs are

CE(G) = α
[
(n − 1) + 	n/2
] ∈ �(αn).

It remains to compute the costs of the stretches.
The stretch from an odd peer i to an even peer j > i is stretch(i, j) = (αj −

αj−1 − 1
2αi−1)/(αj−1 − 1

2αi−1) > ( 1
2αj − 1

2αi−1)/(αj−1 − 1
2αi−1) > 1

2α for α > 2.
Thus, the sum of the stretches of an odd peer i is

CS(i) =
∑

j<i

stretch(i, j) +
∑

j>i

stretch(i, j)

> (i − 1) + 1

2
α

⌊
n − i − 1

2

⌋

+
⌊

n − i

2

⌋

.

The stretch between two even peers i and j is stretch(i, j) = (αj −αj−1 +αi−1 −
αi−2)/(αj−1 −αi−1) > ( 1

2αj − 1
2αi−1)/(αj−1 −αi−1) > 1

2α for j > i and all α > 2.
Thus, the stretch costs are at least

CS(i) > (i − 1) + 1

2
α

⌊
n − i − 1

2

⌋

− 1 +
⌊

n − i − 1

2

⌋

.
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Adding up the stretches of odd and even peers yields a lower bound on the total
stretch costs:

CS(G) =
∑

i even

CS(i) +
∑

i odd

CS(i)

>
n(n − 2)

2
+ α

(n − 3)(n − 2) − n

8
+ (n − 1)(n − 2)

4
∈ �(αn2).

Thus, in combination with Theorem 4.1, it follows that CS(G) ∈ �(αn2). The
proof is concluded by combining link and stretch costs, C(G) = CE(G) + CS(G) ∈
�(αn2). �

Theorem 4.4 The Price of Anarchy of the peer topology G is �(min(α,n)).

Proof The upper bound follows directly from the result obtained in Theorem 4.1.
As for the lower bound, if α < 3.4, the theorem holds because �(min {α,n}) ∈ O(1)

in this case. By Lemma 4.2, the topology G constitutes a Nash equilibrium for α ≥
3.4. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, the social cost of G are in order of �(αn2). In the
following, we prove that the optimal social cost is upper bounded by O(n2 + αn)

from which the claim of the theorem follows by dividing the two expressions.
Consider again the peer distribution of G, and assume that there are no links. If

every peer connects to the nearest peer to its left and to the nearest peer to its right,
there are 2(n − 1) links, and all stretches are 1. Thus, the social cost of this resulting
topology G̃ is C(G̃) = α ·2(n−1)+n(n−1) ∈ O(n2 +αn). The optimal social cost
is at most the social cost of G̃. �

5 Existence of Nash Equilibria

In this section, we show that a system of selfish peers may never converge to a stable
state, even in the absence of churn, mobility, or other sources of dynamics. Inter-
estingly, this result even holds if we assume latencies to form simple metric spaces,
such as a 2-dimensional Euclidean space. Specifically, there may not exist a pure
Nash equilibrium for certain p2p networks in our “locality game”.

Theorem 5.1 Regardless of the magnitude of α, there are metric spaces M, for
which there exists no pure Nash equilibrium, i.e., certain p2p networks cannot con-
verge to a stable state. This is the case even if M is a 2-dimensional Euclidean space.

Instead of presenting the formal proof (which will be implicit in the proof of The-
orem 6.1), we attempt to highlight the main idea only. Assume that the parameter α

is a multiple of 0.6, i.e., αk = 0.6k for an arbitrary integer k > 0. Given a specific k,
the 2-dimensional Euclidean instance Ik of Fig. 1 has no pure Nash equilibrium.
Specifically, Ik constitutes a situation in which there are peers π1 ∈ �1 and π2 ∈ �2
that continue to deviate to a better strategy ad infinitum, i.e., the system cannot con-
verge.
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Fig. 1 Instance Ik has no pure
Nash equilibrium when
α = 0.6k, where k = n/5. The
number of peers in each cluster
is k

The n peers of instance Ik are grouped into five clusters �1, �2, �a , �b , and �c ,
each containing k = n/5 peers. Within a cluster, peers are located equidistantly in a
line, and each cluster’s diameter is ε/n, where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
The inter-cluster distance d(�i,�j ) between �i and �j is the minimal distance
between any two peers in the two clusters. Distances not explicitly defined in Fig. 1
follow implicitly from the constraints imposed by the underlying Euclidean plane.

The proof unfolds in a series of lemmas that characterize the structure of the re-
sulting topology G[s] if the strategies s form a Nash equilibrium in Ik . First, it can
be shown that in G[s], two peers in the same cluster are always connected by a path
that does not leave the cluster. Secondly, it can be shown that there exists exactly one
link in both directions between clusters �a and �b , �b and �c , as well as between
�1 and �2. A third structural characteristic of any Nash equilibrium is that for every
i and j , there is at most one directed link from a cluster �i to peers in a cluster �j .

To preserve connectivity, some peers in �1 and �2 must have links to peers in the
“upper clusters” �a,�b,�c in Fig. 1; henceforth, we will refer to the peers in these
upper clusters �a,�b,�c as top-peers. Based on the aforementioned observations,
the set of possible strategies can further be narrowed down as follows.

(i) Neither peers in �1 nor �2 select three links to top-peers.
(ii) There exists a peer π1 ∈ �1 that establishes a link to �a .

(iii) There is exactly one link from cluster �2 to either cluster �b or �c , but there is
no link to �a .

Correctness of all three properties is proven by verifying that there exists some peer
π1 ∈ �1 or π2 ∈ �2 that has an incentive to change its strategy in case the prop-
erty is not satisfied. If, for instance, there are two peers π2,π

′
2 ∈ �2 that simul-

taneously maintain links to �b and �c (thus violating Case (iii)), π ′
2 can lower

its costs by dropping its link to �c . This holds because the sum of the stretches∑
πc∈�c

stretch(π ′
2,πc) entailed by the indirection π ′

2 � π2 � �b � �c does not
justify the additional cost α.

It can be shown that only the six structures depicted in Fig. 2 remain valid candi-
dates for Nash topologies. In each scenario, however, at least one peer benefits from
deviating from its current strategy.

Case 1: In this case, a peer π1 ∈ �1 can reduce its cost by adding a link to a peer
in �b .
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Fig. 2 Candidates for a Nash equilibrium

Case 2: If the only outgoing link from �1 to a top-cluster is to cluster �a , the peer
π2 ∈ �2 maintaining the link to �c can be shown to profit from switching its link
from �c to �b .

Case 3: The availability of the link from �1 to �b changes the optimal choice of the
above mentioned peer π2 ∈ �2. Unlike in the previous case, π2 now prefers linking
to �c instead of �b .

Case 4: Due to the existence of a link from a peer π2 ∈ �2 to �c , the peer π1 ∈ �1
with the link to �b has an incentive to drop this link and instead use the detours via
�2 and �a to connect to �c and �b , respectively.

Case 5: In this case, the peer π1 ∈ �1 having the link to �c reduces its cost by
replacing this link with a link to a peer in �b .

Case 6: Finally, this case is similar to Case 4: π1 ∈ �1 with the link to �c has an
incentive to remove its link to �c .

These cases highlight how the system is ultimately trapped in an infinite loop of
strategy changes, without ever converging to a stable situation. There is always at
least one peer which can reduce its cost by changing its strategy. For instance, the
following sequence of topology changes could repeat forever (cf. Fig. 2): 1 � 3 �
4 � 2 � 1 � 3 . . . . In other words, selfish peers will not achieve a stable network
topology.

5.1 Decoupling α and n

In the construction above, the network size n and α are coupled: the larger the edge
cost α, the more peers are needed per cluster in order for the construction to hold.
The question is whether Nash equilibria may always exist if α is constant, whereas
n is large. We now show that there are settings without an equilibrium for arbitrary
ratios n/α, even for constant α.

Consider again the construction of Fig. 1 and let each cluster consist of one peer
only, that is, n = 5, and hence k = 1 and α = 0.6. Let us refer to this 5-peer network
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by N5. From Theorem 5.1, we already know that N5 does not have a pure Nash
equilibrium. For any i ∈ 1,2, . . . , we construct a network with n = 5 · i peers and
α = 0.6 by simply arranging i copies of N5 horizontally using a sufficiently large
distance between two consecutive networks. Clearly, in order to prevent infinite costs,
the different entities of N5 will be connected. Moreover, due to the distance between
the N5 networks, the rational about the edges created within N5 remains independent
of the peers outside, and there is only one peer in a given N5 connecting to another
given N5. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 5.1 holds for the individual N5s which
gives us, using α = 0.6, the following claim for our construction.

Corollary 5.2 Regardless of the magnitude of the ratio n/α, there are metric
spaces M, for which no pure Nash equilibrium exists.

Observe that for the corresponding claim with larger αs, again, single peers can
be replaced by peer clusters.

6 Complexity of Nash Equilibria

It remains to answer the question whether for a given p2p network, it can be deter-
mined if it will eventually converge to a stable state or not. In the following, we show
that it is NP-hard to decide whether there exists a pure Nash equilibrium. This result
establishes the complexity of stability in unstructured p2p networks, showing that in
general, it is computationally infeasible to determine whether a peer-to-peer network
consisting of selfish peers can stabilize or not.

Theorem 6.1 Regardless of the magnitude of α, determining whether a given p2p
network represented by a metric space M has a pure Nash equilibrium (and can
therefore stabilize) is NP-hard.

The proof being rather technical, we first describe its main intuition. The proof is
based on a reduction from an NP-complete form of the Boolean satisfiability problem
SAT which is restricted to instances with 2 or 3 variables per clause and at most 3
occurrences per variable [40]. For any α a multiple of 0.6, i.e., αk = 0.6k for an
integer k > 0, we give a polynomial time construction of a metric space Mk

I from an
instance I of SAT, such that the following holds: there exists a pure Nash equilibrium
in Mk

I if and only if I is satisfiable.
The reduction is illustrated in Fig. 3, each rectangular box representing a cluster of

k peers. Assume that the SAT instance is given in standard conjunctive normal form
(CNF). For each clause Cj , we employ a gadget of three clause-clusters �a

j , �b
j , and

�c
j . For every variable xi , the two literal-clusters �0

i and �1
i represent the negative

and positive literal of the variable, respectively. Finally, the construction’s peer set
is completed with three special clusters �c , �y , and �z. The pairwise distances
between two peers in Mk

I are determined by the graph Gk
I shown in Fig. 3 (a formal

definition appears in Sect. 6.1). Two nodes within the same cluster have a distance
of ε, for some arbitrarily small ε < (k(2n + 3m + 3))−2, where m and n denote
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Fig. 3 The graph GI for instance I = (x1 ∨ x3)∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x4)∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x5)∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5). Each
cluster contains k peers with pairwise distance ε. δ is an arbitrary constant such that δ > ε > 0

the number of clauses and variables in I , respectively. An edge of Gk
I describes the

cluster-distance between two clusters: the mutual distance between every pair of two
peers πi ∈ �i and πj ∈ �j in neighboring clusters �i and �j with cluster-distance
X is d(πi,πj ) = X. All other distances are determined by the length of the shortest
path between the peers in Gk

I , that is, Mk
I corresponds to the shortest path metric

induced by Gk
I . Note that while Mk

I cannot be embedded in the Euclidean space, it
still forms a valid metric space, i.e., it fulfils symmetry and triangle inequality.

Consider an arbitrary clause Cj . Its clause-clusters �a
j , �b

j , and �c
j in combina-

tion with the two special clusters �y and �z form an instance similar to Ik as used in
the discussion of Theorem 5.1 (cf. Fig. 1). Hence, intuitively, when considering such
a clause-gadget by itself, it does not have a pure Nash equilibrium. In order to make
a clause-gadget stable, however, literal clusters may be used. For this purpose, the
cluster-distance between each pair of corresponding literals is 1 and peers in �z have
a distance of 1.72 to all literal-peers. Furthermore, the distance between a clause-
cluster �c

j and a literal-cluster depends on whether the corresponding literal appears
in the clause. Specifically, if the positive literal xi appears in clause Cj , xi ∈ Cj ,
the distance between �1

i and �c
j is small, i.e., only 1.48. Similarly, if xi ∈ Cj , then

d(�0
i ,�

c
j ) = 1.48. And finally, if neither literal is in Cj , then there exists no short

connection between the clusters, and the shortest distance between peers in these
clusters is via �c .

The proof comprises two ingredients. First, we prove that if the underlying SAT
instance I is not satisfiable, then there exists no Nash equilibrium. Towards this end,
we show that in any Nash equilibrium two “neighboring” clusters (clusters connected
by a short link in Gk

I , such as two clause-clusters in the same clause, a literal-cluster
�1

i to a clause-cluster �c
j if xi ∈ Cj , or �c to all clause-clusters and literal-clusters,

. . . ) always establish links in both directions between them. Between such close-by
clusters, there are always exactly two links, one in each direction. Furthermore, for
every variable xi , there is exactly one peer πz ∈ �z that establishes a link to exactly
either �1

i or �0
i (but not both!), while no other peer in �z links to these clusters.
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From these lemmas, it then follows that because I is not satisfiable, there must
exist a clause Cj∗ for which the path from πz ∈ �z to peers in �c

j∗ via any literal-

peer has a length of at least d(�z,�
μ
i ) + d(�

μ
i ,�

1−μ
i ) + d(�

1−μ
i ,�c

j∗) = 4.2, for
μ ∈ {0,1}. This path being long, it follows that it is worthwhile for πz to build an
additional link directly to some peer in �c

j∗ or even in �b
j∗ instead. Based on these

observations, we show that the subset of Mk
I induced by peers in �y , �z, and the

clause-peers of Cj∗ behaves similarly as in instance Ik of Fig. 1. That is, peers in
�y and �z continue to change their respective strategies forever, thus preventing the
system from stabilizing.

On the other hand, if the SAT instance I has a satisfying assignment AI , we ex-
plicitly construct a set of pure strategies that constitute a Nash equilibrium. In this
strategy vector, one peer in �z builds a direct link to a peer in �1

i if xi is set to true
in AI and to a peer in �0

i otherwise. Since AI is a satisfying assignment, there must
exist a path from �z via a single literal-cluster (i.e., without the additional detour of
going from one literal-cluster to the other) to peers in every cluster �c

j . This path can

be shown to have length at most kε +d(�z,�
μ
i )+kε +d(�

μ
i ,�c

j )+kε = 3.2+3kε

from �z via a literal-cluster to peers in every cluster �c
j . It follows that in any sat-

isfied clause Cj , the achievable reduction in stretch costs at a peer in �z when con-
necting directly to clusters �b

j or �c
j is significantly smaller than in an unsatisfied

clause. Specifically, it can be shown that peers in �y and �z are in a stable situation
if one peer πy ∈ �y connects to �a

j and �b
j of every clause Cj , and no peer in �z

directly builds a link to any clause-peer. Since AI is a satisfying assignment, peers in
�y and �z are stable relative to all clauses in the SAT instance.

Furthermore, we also prove that in our strategy vector, no other peer in the net-
work (i.e., peers in �c , �a

j , �b
j , �c

j , �1
i , or �0

i ) has an incentive to deviate from its
strategy. For this final ingredient of the proof, the existence of cluster �c is essential,
because it ensures that all helper peers are mutually connected by optimal paths.

All in all, the p2p network induced by the metric space Mk
I has a pure Nash

equilibrium if and only if the underlying SAT instance I is satisfiable. Hence, deter-
mining whether a given p2p network can stabilize is NP-hard. Section 6.1 defines the
construction of Gk

I (and consequently Mk
I ) from the SAT instance I . In Sects. 6.2

and 6.3, we will show that there exists a Nash equilibrium in Mk
I if and only if I

is satisfiable. Theorem 6.1 then follows from Lemmas 6.12 and 6.14, as well as the
NP-hardness of SAT. The following theorem and proof is due to Tovey [40]:

Theorem 6.2 Boolean satisfiability is NP-hard when restricted to instances with 2
or 3 variables per clause and at most 3 occurrences per variable.

Proof Consider a general 3-SAT instance. For each variable x which appears in more
than three clauses perform the following procedure: suppose x appears in k clauses.
Create k new variables x1, . . . , xk and replace the ith occurrence of x with xi , i =
1, . . . , k. Append the clause {xi ∨ xi+1} for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and the clause {xk ∨ x1}.
In the new instance the clause {xi ∨ xi+1} implies that if xi is false, xi+1 must be
false as well. The cyclic structure of the clauses therefore forces the xi to have the
same assignment, and hence the new instance is satisfiable if the original one is. As
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the transformation requires polynomial time, and as 3-SAT is NP-hard [13], the claim
follows. �

6.1 The Construction of Mk
I

Let I be an instance of SAT expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF), in which
each clause contains 2 or 3 variables. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
each variable in I appears in at most 3 clauses [40]. Furthermore, we can restrict
our attention to those instances of SAT in which each variable appears both as a
positive and a negative literal at least once, because otherwise, assigning a feasible
value to this variable is trivial. The set of clauses and variables of I is denoted by C
and X , respectively. Further, we write m = |C| and n = |X |. Given I , we construct a
graph Gk

I = (VI ,EI ) in which each node represents a peer of the underlying network.
Nodes are grouped into clusters of k peers and each cluster is illustrated as a rectan-
gular box in Fig. 3. Within each cluster, the pairwise distance between two peers is
ε < (k(2n + 3m + 3))−2, and the distance between two peers in neighboring clusters
is given by the cluster-distance d(�i,�j ) illustrated in Fig. 3. The p2p network is
then characterized by Mk

I , which is induced by the shortest path metric of Gk
I , i.e.,

the distance between two peers corresponds to the length of the shortest path in Gk
I .

In more detail, Gk
I is defined as follows. The node-set VI consists of three clusters

of peers per clause Cj ∈ C , denoted as clause-clusters �a
j , �b

j , and �c
j . Also, we add

a pair of literal-clusters �0
i and �1

i for each of the n variables, with �1
i representing

the positive literal xi , and �0
i representing the negative literal xi . The set of clause-

peers and literal-peers is denoted by CP and LP , respectively. Finally, there are three
additional special clusters �c , �z, and �y . Call the union of �c and all clusters in
CP and LP top-layer clusters. Peers in top-layer clusters are top-layer peers. The
total number of peers N in the network Mk

I is therefore N = k(2n+ 3m+ 3). Notice
that N · ε is smaller than (k(2n + 3m + 3))−1.

The pairwise distances between the peers in different clusters—as illustrated in
Fig. 3—are as follows. Let δ be an arbitrarily small constant with δ > 10kε, and
μ ∈ {0,1}. For all πc ∈ �c and πw ∈ CP ∪ LP , it holds that d(πc,πw) = 1.2. For
every Cj ∈ C , the following distances apply.

∀πy ∈ �y,∀πa
j ∈ �a

j : d(πy,π
a
j ) = 1.96

∀πy ∈ �y,∀πc
j ∈ �c

j : d(πy,π
c
j ) = 2.45

∀πz ∈ �z,∀πb
j ∈ �b

j : d(πz,π
b
j ) = 2

∀πa
j ∈ �a

j ,∀πb
j ∈ �b

j : d(πa
j ,πb

j ) = 1.14

∀πy ∈ �y,∀πb
j ∈ �b

j : d(πy,π
b
j ) = 2

∀πz ∈ �z,∀πa
j ∈ �a

j : d(πz,π
a
j ) = 2.45

∀πz ∈ �z,∀πc
j ∈ �c

j : d(πz,π
c
j ) = 2 + δ

∀πb
j ∈ �b

j ,∀πc
j ∈ �c

j : d(πb
j ,πc

j ) = 1
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For every variable xi ∈ X , it holds that

∀π0
i ∈ �0

i ,∀π1
i ∈ �1

i : d(π0
i , π1

i ) = 1

∀πz ∈ �z,∀π
μ
i ∈ �

μ
i : d(πz,π

0
i ) = d(πz,π

1
i ) = 1.72.

Furthermore,

∀Cj ∈ C, xi ∈ Cj∀π1
i ∈ �1

i ,∀πc
j ∈ �c

j : d(π1
i , πc

j ) = 1.48

∀Cj ∈ C, xi ∈ Cj∀π0
i ∈ �0

i ,∀πc
j ∈ �c

j : d(π0
i , πc

j ) = 1.48.

Finally, the distance between any two peers πy ∈ �y and πz ∈ �z is d(πy,πz) =
1 − 2δ. All distances not explicitly defined follow from the shortest path metric in-
duced by the above definitions.

Intuitively, the idea of the construction is the following. Each clause Cj ∈ C is
represented by a gadget consisting of the two clusters �y , �z, as well as the clause-
clusters �a

j , �b
j , and �c

j . By itself, each such gadget is reminiscent of the construc-
tion shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, this implies that the sub-network induced by each
such clause-gadget does not have a pure Nash equilibrium when considered indepen-
dently from the rest of the network.

In order to render a clause-gadget stable, literal-peers can be used. In particular,
it can be shown that for μ ∈ {0,1}, the peers in every literal-cluster �

μ
i construct

links to those (at most two) clause-clusters �c
j in whose clause the literal occurs.

Based on this and other structural properties of Nash equilibria in Mk
I , it can further

be shown that in a Nash equilibrium, there is exactly one link from cluster �z to each
variable xi ∈ X , i.e., one peer in �z connects to a peer in either �0

i or �1
i for all

xi ∈ X .
Consider a clause Cj . If there is a peer πz ∈ �z that connects to at least one literal-

cluster that is directly connected to �c
j , the length of the path from πz to peers in �c

j

via this literal-cluster is at most kε +d(�z,�
μ
i )+kε +d(�

μ
i ,�c

j )+kε = 3.2+3kε.

In this case, the detour from πz to �c
j via some “satisfying” literal-cluster �

μ
i —while

being suboptimal compared to the direct connection—is relatively small. Specifi-
cally, it is small enough to ensure that no peer in �z has an incentive to construct
an additional direct link to �b

j or �c
j . Once peers in �z have no further need to

establish direct links to a clause-peer of Cj , the best possible strategy of peers in
�y becomes fixed, too. In other words, this satisfying literal helps in stabilizing the
clause-gadget.

Conversely, if there is a clause Cj for which no peer in �z connects to a satisfy-
ing literal-cluster, there exists no efficient detour. Specifically, the length of the path
from πz ∈ �z to πc

j ∈ �c
j via a literal-cluster is at least 4.2, including the distance

between the positive and negative literal-cluster of the variable. The increased length
of the detour renders the resulting stretch from �z to �c

j too large, and it becomes

worthwhile for πz ∈ �z to construct direct links to �c
j , and even to �b

j . That is, in a
sense, the network induced by the unsatisfied clause Cj becomes independent of the
remainder of the network and therefore does not stabilize.
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Finally, the special cluster �c ensures that the shortest path in Gk
I (and hence the

distance in Mk
I ) between two top-layer peers is small. In fact, it can be shown that

there are links in both directions from every top-layer cluster to �c . This implies that
all top-layer clusters are connected to one another almost optimally (i.e., with low
stretch) in every Nash equilibrium, thus facilitating the proof that such an equilibrium
exists in case I is satisfiable. We end the section with a series of lemmas that capture
structural properties of Mk

I .

Lemma 6.3 Consider two peers πg and π ′
g in an arbitrary cluster �g . In a Nash

equilibrium, there exists a path from πg to π ′
g of length at most kε.

Proof Because the distance between πg and π ′
g is ε, it is easy to see that the shortest

path between these two nodes must be located entirely in �g . Because the distance
between each pair of peers in a cluster is ε and there are k peers in the cluster, the
claim follows. �

Lemma 6.4 Consider two arbitrary clusters �g and �h. In a Nash equilibrium,
there is at most one peer πg ∈ �g that has a link to a peer in �h.

Proof Assume for contradiction that there are two nodes πg and π ′
g that maintain

links to peers in �h. Then, π ′
g can reduce its cost by dropping its link. Doing so, the

stretches to each peer in the network can increase by at most 2kε. By the definition
of ε, it holds that 2Nkε < α and hence, dropping the link is worthwhile. �

Based on these two lemmas, we can go on to prove more elaborate properties.

Lemma 6.5 Let �g and �h be two clusters with cluster distance at most d(�g,�h)

≤ 1.48. In any Nash equilibrium, there is exactly one peer πg ∈ �g that has a link to
a peer in �h.

Proof By Lemma 6.4, there cannot be more than one peer in �g having a link to �h.
It therefore remains to show that at least one link exists. We divide the proof in two
parts and begin by showing that the claim holds for all pairs of clusters with cluster
distance d(�g,�h) ≤ 1.2. In a second step, we prove the claim for pairs of clusters
with cluster distance d(�g,�h) = 1.48, which suffices because there are no cluster
distances between 1.2 and 1.48 in Gk

I .
Consider any two clusters in the network Mk

I with cluster distance at most 1.2.
It follows from the construction of Gk

I that the shortest path between peers in these
clusters via a third cluster has a length of at least 2.2 (e.g., from �0

i via �1
i to �c). In

other words, if there is no direct connection between the two clusters, πg has a stretch
of at least 2.2/1.2 to each peer in �h. Because 2.2k

1.2 > α + k(1 + 2kε), it is beneficial
for πg to establish a direct link to the other cluster.

For the second part of the proof, consider pairs of clusters with cluster distance
d(�g,�h) = 1.48. Specifically, we need to show the existence of a link in each
direction between clusters �c

j and �1
i , if xi ∈ Cj , or between �c

j and �0
i , if xi ∈ Cj .
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The shortest indirect connection between two such clusters has a length of at least 2.4
(via cluster �c) and hence, the cumulated stretch to all peers in the respective cluster
without a direct link is 2.4k

1.48 > α + k(1 + 2kε). That is, peers in both clusters decrease
their cost by paying for this direct link. �

Lemma 6.5 implies that within a clause, neighboring clause-clusters (i.e., �a
j ↔

�b
j and �b

j ↔ �c
j , respectively) are connected in both directions in any Nash equi-

librium. The same holds for corresponding literal-cluster �1
i and �0

i , as well as for
a literal-cluster �1

i (or �0
i ) and a �c

j if xi ∈ Cj (or xi ∈ Cj ). Also, there are links
in both directions from any top-layer (clause or literal) cluster to �c and vice versa.
All in all, this implies that in a Nash equilibrium, every pair of top-layer peers is
connected almost optimally, i.e., with stretch of less than 1 + 2kε. The value ε being
smaller than (k(m+n+ 3))−2, this stretch is virtually as good as 1. Finally, there are
also links between �y and �z in any Nash equilibrium. In the sequel of the proof,
we use the fact that these “short” links are available in any Nash equilibrium without
particular mention.

Lemma 6.6 In a Nash equilibrium, there is exactly one peer πy ∈ �y that has a link
to a peer in �a

j , for all Cj ∈ C , and vice versa.

Proof Consider a specific �a
j . If there exists no direct link from �y to �a

j , the stretch

of a peer πy ∈ �y to each peer in �a
j is at least 3.14

1.96 . Because for small enough ε,

we have 3.14k
1.96 > α + k(1 + 2kε), it is always worthwhile for some πy to build an

additional link to �a
j . Clearly, the argument also holds for the opposite direction. �

Lemma 6.7 Assume that there is a link between �z and at least one literal-cluster
of every variable xi ∈ X and that there is a link between �y and �a

j , for all Cj ∈ C .
Assume further that there are links in both directions between clusters with cluster
distance at most 1.48. Finally, assume that all peers are connected within their cluster
with a path of length at most kε. It holds for all j that the shortest path from a peer
πy ∈ �y to a peer in V \ (�a

j ∪ �b
j ∪ �c

j ) is not via �a
j , �b

j , or �c
j , even when

directly connecting to such a cluster. The same holds for πz ∈ �z.

Proof Recall that by assumption there exists a link from �y to �a
j (for every Cj ∈ C )

and �z. Hence, connecting to �b
j or �c

j clearly cannot reduce the stretch to peers in
�z, �c , and any �a

j ′ , j �= j ′. Furthermore, the distance in the topology to any clause-

peer in �b
j ′ and �c

j ′ via �a
j ′ is at most 3.1 + 3kε and 4.1 + 4kε, respectively, which

is strictly smaller than 2 + 2 · 1.2 = 4.4, which is the shortest achievable distance
via �b

j or �c
j . Finally, the path from πy ∈ �y to any literal-peer in �

μ
i has a length

of at most 3.72 − 2δ + 3kε. This is because there exists a link between �y and
�z, and between �0

i and �1
i , and because there is a link from �z to either �0

i or
�1

i . On the other hand, the path from πy ∈ �y to a literal-peer via �b
j or �c

j has a
length of at least 2.45 + 1.48 = 3.93. Similar arguments show that the same holds
for πz ∈ �z. �
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6.2 Satisfiable Instances

In this section, we show that if I has a satisfying assignment AI , then there exists a
Nash equilibrium in Mk

I . For this purpose, we explicitly construct a set of strategies
s, which we prove to constitute a Nash equilibrium. Let AI (xi) be the assignment of
xi in AI , i.e.,

AI (xi) :=
{

1, xi is set to 1 in AI ,

0, xi is set to 0 in AI .
(1)

Furthermore, we define in every cluster �g a single leader peer, which we denote by
π̂g . The role of this leader-peer is to construct all inter-cluster links going from this
cluster to peers located in other clusters. The strategy of the remaining non-leader
peers π̌g ∈ �g \ {π̂g} is to connect to the unique leader peer within their cluster.
Formally, the strategy sg for a non-leader peer π̌g ∈ �g \ {π̂g} is sg := {π̂g}. For each
leader-peer, we define the set of strategies s as follows:

sy := �y ∪ {π̂z} ∪
⋃

Cj ∈C
{π̂a

j , π̂b
j }

sc := �c ∪
⋃

xi∈X
{π̂0

i ∪ π̂1
i } ∪

⋃

Cj ∈C
{π̂a

j ∪ π̂b
j ∪ π̂ c

j }

sc
j := �c

j ∪ {π̂c, π̂z, π̂
b
j } ∪

⋃

x
μ
i ∈Cj

{π̂μ
i }, ∀Cj ∈ C

s
μ
i := �

μ
i ∪ {π̂c, π̂z, π̂

1−μ
i } ∪

⋃

x
μ
i ∈Cj

{π̂ c
j }, ∀xi ∈ X

sz := �z ∪ {π̂y} ∪
⋃

xi∈X
{π̂AI (xi )

i }

sa
j := �a

j ∪ {π̂c, πy, π̂
b
j }, ∀Cj ∈ C

sb
j := �b

j ∪ {π̂c, π̂
a
j , π̂ c

j }, ∀Cj ∈ C

Strategy s is illustrated in Fig. 4. Our goal is to show that s constitutes a Nash
equilibrium for AI . The topology resulting from strategy s contains all “short” links,
i.e., links between cluster leaders of clusters that have a distance of at most 1.48
(cf. Lemma 6.5). Additionally, peer π̂y builds links to clause-cluster leaders π̂a

j and

π̂b
j for all Cj ∈ C . On the other hand, leaders π̂a

j and π̂ c
j have a link to π̂y and π̂z,

respectively. Most importantly, however, for every variable xi ∈ X , leader-peer π̂z

maintains a link to the literal-peers π̂
AI (xi )
i that are used in the satisfying assignment.

Note that because in s, peer π̂z has exactly one connection to a literal-peer of every
variable, we can apply Lemma 6.7. That is, no peer in clusters �y and �z can reduce
its stretch to any peer V \ (�a

j ∪�b
j ∪�c

j ) by connecting to one of the clause-peers of
clause Cj . Finally, note that non-leaders are directly connected to their cluster leader,
and cluster leaders maintain direct links to each peer in their cluster.
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Fig. 4 An example instance Gk
I

with the topology resulting from strategy s. Within each cluster, the
peers are connected as a star. Directed arrows between clusters indicate inter-cluster links between clus-
ter-leaders. Cluster-leader π̂z connects to those leaders of literal-peers that appear in the satisfying assign-
ment AI . In the example, AI sets x1 = 0 and xn = 1

The next three lemmas prove that no peer has an incentive to single-handedly
deviate from strategy s. In the proofs, we use the notation 	i(ψ) to denote the change
in cost when peer πi changes its strategy according to action ψ , ψ being clear from
the context. Specifically, if 	i(ψ) ≥ 0, peer πi has no incentive to perform action ψ

because doing so would increase its cost.
We begin with a lemma that shows that no peer can unilaterally benefit from

changing its links within its own cluster.

Lemma 6.8 In s, no peer in an arbitrary cluster �g has an incentive to change its
strategy within the cluster, i.e., to add, replace, or remove links to peers in �g .

Proof The cluster leader π̂g cannot remove any link because the topology would
become disconnected without it. Next, consider a non-leader π̌g . If π̌g removes its
link to the cluster-leader, it disconnects itself from the network. Adding one or more
new link to a non-leader costs α per link, while the resulting stretch reduction per link
is 2ε

ε
− 1 = 1 only. Finally, replacing the link to the leader with a link to another non-

leader strictly increases the stretch to all but one peer in the network and therefore
cannot be beneficial. �

Based on Lemma 6.8, we can regard the topology within each cluster in s as fixed.
It remains to show that no peer has an incentive to add, remove, or replace its inter-
cluster links. As shown next, peers in �y cannot unilaterally reduce their costs in s.

Lemma 6.9 No peer in �y has an incentive to change its strategy, given that all
other peers follow strategy s.

Proof By Lemma 6.8, no peer πy ∈ �y has an incentive to change its intra-cluster
links. Furthermore, π̂y does not benefit from switching its link from a leader peer to
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a non-leader peer, because this would only decrease the stretch to that particular peer,
while increasing the stretch to all other peers (at least) in this cluster. It follows from
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 that π̂y must keep its links to π̂a

j and π̂z. We now show that no
peer in �y can reduce this cost by deviating from its strategy in any other way.

Case 1: Some π̌y or π̂y adds one or more additional links: in the topology resulting
from s, every peer in �y is connected with stretch at most 1+2ε with all peers except
from peers in �c

j (for all Cj ∈ C ) and peers in those literal-clusters to which π̂z does
not have a direct connection. With any additional link, a peer in �y can reduce its
stretch to peers in exactly one of these clusters only. Hence, every additional link
would increase the peer’s cost: 	y(+) ≥ − k(4.72+ε)

3.72 + α + k > 0.
Observe that because non-leader peers π̌y ∈ �y do not have inter-cluster links,

Case 1 in combination with Lemma 6.8 implies that no π̌y can benefit from changing
its strategy.

Case 2: π̂y changes its link from π̂b
j to π̂ c

j : while the stretch to peers in �c
j is reduced,

the stretch to peers in �b
j increases. The relative cost difference is 	y(π̂

b
j → π̂ c

j ) ≥
− k(3+ε)

2.45 + (1.96+1.14)k
2 > 0.

Case 3: π̂y removes its link from π̂b
j : by removing such a link, π̂y can save the link’s

cost α. On the other hand, the stretch to both �b
j and �c

j increase. Specifically, the

shortest connection to peers in these clusters is now via π̂a
j and π̂b

j , i.e., 	y(−π̂b
j ) ≥

−α − k(1 + ε) − k(3+ε)
2.45 + (1.96+1.14)k

2 + (1.96+1.14+1)k
2.45 > 0.

The only other thing that could potentially lead to an advantage for π̂y is to replace
a link π̂b

j by some leader peer in �
μ
i to which π̂z is not connected, formally μ �=

AI (xi). Doing so clearly increases the stretch to peers in �b
j and �c

j , but like in

Case 3, the shortest connection between π̂y to peers in �c
j is via π̂a

j and π̂b
j . In

particular, this path has a length of at most 4.1 + ε, whereas the shortest path via a
literal-cluster has a length of at least 1−2δ +1.72+1.48 = 4.2−2δ, which is larger.
Hence, replacing one or more links to π̂b

j by links to literal-peers reduces to Cases 1
and 3, respectively, and therefore cannot be worthwhile. Finally, no combination of
the above cases can reduce the cost of any peer in �y either. �

Lemma 6.10 No peer in �z has an incentive to change its strategy, given that all
other peers follow strategy s.

Proof Again, we discuss the various cases and show that none of them is beneficial
for a peer in �z. Recall that by Lemma 6.7, connecting to any clause-peer cannot
improve the stretch to any other peer outside this clause. Furthermore, because AI

is a satisfying assignment, the topology of s contains a path of length at most ε +
d(�z,�

μ
i ) + d(�

μ
i ,�c

j ) + ε = 3.2 + 2ε between peers in �z and peers in �c
j , for

every clause Cj ∈ C . Consequently, connecting to a so far unconnected literal-peer
cannot decrease the stretch to any clause-peer πj ∈ CP in the system.

It follows from Lemma 6.8 that no peer πz ∈ �z has an incentive to change its
intra-cluster links. Also, as shown in the proof of Lemma 6.9, no peer can benefit
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from connecting to a non-leader peer in the network, because this bears strictly higher
costs than connecting to the corresponding leader peer of the same cluster. Hence, we
only need to verify the cases in which peers in �z connect to leader peers.

In the following, we will discuss the various cases how peers in �z could improve
their situation and derive that none of them is actually beneficial.

Case 1: Some peer in �z adds an additional link to π̂b
j : the reduction of the stretches

to peers in �b
j and �c

j resulting from the additional link does not outweigh the link’s

cost. Specifically, we have 	z(+π̂b
j ) ≥ − k(3−2δ+2ε)

2 + k − k(3.2+2ε)
2+δ

+ 3k
2+δ

+ α ≥
k(4δ + 2δ2) > 0. Notice that in the second term, the stretch to each of the k peers in
�b

j is at least 1, and in the third term, the distance 3.2 + 2ε holds because AI is a
satisfying assignment.

Case 2: Some peer in �z adds an additional link to π̂ c
j : again, the stretches to �b

j

and �c
j are not reduced enough to render the additional link worthwhile. In fact, the

stretch to peers in �b
j is not reduced by the addition of this link, nor is the stretch to

any other peer in the network except from peers in �c
j (Lemma 6.7). It follows that

	z(+π̂ c
j ) ≥ − k(3.2+2ε)

2+δ
+ k + α = k(1.6δ − 2ε) > 0.

Case 3: Some peer in �z adds an additional link to π̂a
j : clearly, this option is even

worse than Cases 1 and 2.

Case 4: Some peer in �z adds an additional link to π̂
μ
i : adding a link to a literal-

cluster that is not used in AI reduces the stretch to peers in this cluster only, because
there is already a short connection from �z to every �c

j through the literal-clusters

�
AI (xi )
i . Hence, 	z(+π̂

μ
i ) ≥ − k(2.72+2ε)

1.72 + k + α > 0.
Observe that because non-leader peers π̌z ∈ �z do not have inter-cluster links,

Cases 1 to 4 in combination with Lemma 6.8 implies that no π̌z can benefit from
changing its strategy.

Case 5: π̂z replaces some π̂
AI (xi )
i by π̂

1−AI (xi )
i : again, the new link to a previously

unconnected literal-cluster cannot decrease the stretch to any clause-peer, because AI

is a satisfying assignment and π̂z already had a path of length 3.2 to every π̂ c
j via some

π̂
AI (xi )
i . Furthermore, by a symmetry argument, the stretch cost gained by adding

the link to π̂
1−AI (xi )
i is lost by removing the link to π̂

AI (xi )
i . Thus, 	y(π̂

AI (xi )
i →

π̂
1−AI (xi )
i ) ≥ 0.

Case 6: π̂z removes or replaces some π̂
AI (xi )
i : if π̂z does not have a connection to any

literal-cluster of a variable xi , the resulting stretch to each peer in these two clusters is
at least 3+δ+1.48

1.72 . Because k(4.48+δ)
1.72 > k(1+2ε)+α, it follows that π̂z must maintain

at least one link to such a peer.
Any other possible strategy deviation can either be reduced to one of the above

five cases or to Lemma 6.5. �

Having shown that peers in �y and �z have no incentive to deviate from s, we
have to prove that no other peer can improve its situation either.
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Lemma 6.11 No top-layer peer can benefit from changing its strategy, given that all
other peers follow s.

Proof First, by Lemma 6.8, it holds that no peer can improve its situation by adding,
replacing, or removing a link within its cluster. Also, no peer can benefit from con-
necting to a non-leader, as opposed to the leader peer in the same cluster. Both claims
can be proven with exactly the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.9.

It is important to observe that in s, all top-layer peers are almost optimally con-
nected with each other, either via the central cluster �c or because their respective
clusters are neighbors in the graph. More specifically, the stretch between any pair of
top-layer peers in s is at most 1 + 2ε (via the own cluster leader, π̂c, and the other
cluster leader). Besides removing the final 2ε from these small stretches, adding ad-
ditional links can only help in reducing the stretches to peers in �y and �z. By
Lemma 6.5, no link between cluster leaders whose clusters have a distance of less
than 1.48 can be removed from s. Hence, the possible strategy deviations by other
nodes is actually limited.

Peers in �a
j : A peer π̂a

j ’s link to π̂y cannot be removed by Lemma 6.6. For every
peer πa

j ∈ �a
j , it further holds that building an additional link to π̂z is too costly,

	a
j (+π̂z) ≥ − k(2.96−2δ+2ε)

2.45 +k+α > 2kNε. Hence, even if this additional link could
reduce all other less than N stretches to top-level peers by the remaining 2ε, the cost
of an additional link would still be too high.

Peers in �b
j : Peer π̂b

j does not have a link longer than 1.48 in s and hence,
cannot remove any of them. We show that neither building a link to π̂y nor to
π̂z decreases the cost of any peer in �b

j . In the first case, we have 	b
j (+π̂y) ≥

− k(1.96+1.14+2ε)
2 + k − k(3+δ+2ε)

2 + k(3−2δ)
2 + α > 2kNε. As for the second case,

	b
j (+π̂z) ≥ − k(1.96+1.14+2ε)

2 + k(3−2δ)
2 − k(3+δ+2ε)

2 + k + α > 2kNε. Clearly, build-
ing both links is even less worthwhile.

Peers in �c
j : The potential strategy deviations that could decrease peer π̂ c

j ’s costs
are to add a link to π̂y , to remove its link from π̂z, or to replace the link to π̂z by
a link to π̂y . However, none of these alterations are beneficial for π̂ c

j (or for any
non-leader peer in �c

j in the case of link addition). First, it holds that 	c
j (+π̂y) ≥

− k(3−δ+2ε)
2.45 + k + α > 2kNε and 	c

j (−π̂z) ≥ −α − k(1 + 2ε) − k(3−δ+2ε)
2.45 + 3.2k

2+δ
+

4.1k
2.45 > 2kNε. Also, switching the link from π̂z to π̂y is not helpful, 	c

j (π̂z→π̂y) ≥
3.2k
2+δ

− k(3−δ+2ε)
2.45 > 2kNε.

Peers in �
μ
i : Each leader of a literal-cluster maintains a link to π̂z, and we show that

they (as well as any non-leader peer in these clusters) do not have an incentive to
change that strategy. It is clear that neither adding a link to π̂y nor switching from
π̂z to π̂y can be beneficial. In the first case, the stretch is reduced by at most 2ε by
the additional link, which does not render the link cost α worthwhile. In the second
case, the stretch is strictly increased. If π̂

μ
i removes its link to π̂z and connects via its

neighboring literal-cluster, the stretches to both �y and �z increase. Particularly, we
have 	

μ
i (−π̂z) ≥ −α − k(1 + 2ε) + 2.72k

1.72 + k(3.72−2δ)
2.72−2δ

> 2kNε.
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Peers in �c: Finally, peers in �c are connected with stretch at most 2ε to all peers in
the network. To top-clusters, the connection is via links shorter than 1.48. As for the
remaining two clusters, it is connected to π̂z via one of the literal-clusters and to π̂y

via some π̂a
j . By the definition of ε and α, it is clear that no peer in �c can improve

its strategy. �

By combining Lemmas 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11, we know that no peer in the network
has an incentive to change its strategy. Hence, s constitutes a pure Nash equilibrium.

Lemma 6.12 If I is satisfiable, there exists a pure Nash equilibrium in Mk
I .

6.3 Non-satisfiable Instances

It remains to prove the other direction, that is, there exists no pure Nash equilibrium
in the network if the underlying SAT instance I has no satisfying assignment. We
proceed by defining structural properties that any Nash equilibrium must fulfil, and
show that the intersection of all these properties is empty. Besides the basic properties
derived in Sect. 6.1, an important characteristic of any Nash equilibrium is the fact
that exactly one peer in �z connects to exactly one literal-peer (either in �0

i or �1
i )

for every variable xi ∈ X .

Lemma 6.13 In any Nash equilibrium, exactly one peer in �z connects to either a
peer π1

i ∈ �1
i or π0

i ∈ �0
i , for every xi ∈ X .

Proof We have already shown in Lemma 6.10 (Case 6) that there must be a peer
πz ∈ �z that has at least one link to a literal-peer of every variable. Furthermore, we
know by Lemma 6.4 that no other peer in �z connects to the same cluster as πz.
Hence, we only need to show that in a Nash equilibrium no two peers in �z connect
to both literal-clusters of the same variable.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that peers πz and π ′
z (potentially πz = π ′

z)
maintain links to both �0

i and �1
i for some xi ∈ X . In this case, it would be worth-

while for one of the two peers to remove its link and replace it with a link to some peer
in �c

j if this link does not already exist. By the definition of our special SAT instance

and the construction of GI , we know that of the two literal-clusters, one, say �
μ
i , has

clause-cluster �c
j at distance 1.48, and the other literal-cluster, say �

1−μ
i , has one

or two such close-by clause-clusters. Let π ′
z be the peer that connects to cluster �

μ
i

(otherwise, replace πz with π ′
z for the remainder of the proof).

Assume for the first case that the length of the shortest path from π ′
z to this

�c
j without the link via �

μ
i is 3.2 or longer. In this case, the change in π ′

z’s costs

when switching from its link to literal-cluster �
μ
i that has only a single close-by

clause-cluster �c
j directly to a peer in �c

j is 	z(π
μ
i →πc

j ) ≤ + k(2.72+2kε)
1.72 − 3.2k

2+δ
+

k(2+δ+2kε)
2+δ

< 0. If the length of the path from πz to �c
j is strictly shorter than 3.2,

then the link to �
μ
i can simply be dropped, resulting in a gain of 	z(−π

μ
i ) ≤

−α − k + k(1.72+2kε)
1.72 + k(2.72+2kε)

1.72 < 0. Hence, π ′
z is always better off not connect-

ing to a literal-cluster if πz already connects to a literal-cluster. From this, the claim
follows. �
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Lemma 6.13 is an important ingredient for the remainder of the proof, because
it gives us a one-to-one correspondence between the connections of �z to literal-
clusters, and an assignment of variables in the SAT instance I . Also, note that when
combining Lemma 6.13 with Lemma 6.7, it follows that in a Nash equilibrium, peers
in �y and �z cannot reduce their stretch to any peer in V \ {�a

j ∪ �b
j ∪ �c

j } by
connecting to one of the clause-peers of clause Cj .

Lemma 6.14 If I is non-satisfiable, there exists no pure Nash equilibrium in Mk
I .

Proof By Lemma 6.13, exactly one peer in �z connects to either the positive or
negative literal-cluster of every variable xi . Because there exists no satisfying assign-
ment, it follows that regardless of how �z is connected to the literal-clusters, there
must exist at least one clause Cj∗ that is “not satisfied”. In the resulting topology,
this means that the path from a peer in �z to a clause-peer in �c

j∗ of this unsatisfied

clause via any literal-cluster must be of length at least d(�z,�
μ
i ) + d(�

μ
i ,�

1−μ
i ) +

d(�
1−μ
i ,�c

j∗) = 4.2. Particularly, every such path must include the additional dis-

tance of 1 between x1
i and x0

i . In the sequel, we consider this unsatisfied clause Cj∗
in more detail.

First, we show that in a Nash equilibrium, no peer πy ∈ �y establishes a link to
�c

j∗ . We distinguish two cases. In the first case, if some peer in �y already has a link

to �b
j∗ , then the cost reduction for πy when omitting its link to �c

j∗ is 	y(−πc
j∗) ≤

−α − k + k(3+2kε)
2.45 < 0. In the other case, the cost reduction when switching the link

from �c
j∗ to a peer in �b

j∗ is at least 	y(π
c
j∗ →πb

j∗) ≤ − k(3−2δ)
2 + k(3+2kε)

2.45 < 0. That
is, in either case it is beneficial for πy not to connect directly to �c

j∗ .
For the next step, we establish that in any Nash equilibrium, exactly one peer

πz ∈ �z connects to either a peer in �b
j∗ or in �c

j∗ . To see this, assume that no peer
in �z establishes any links to peers in the two clusters. In this case (because there is
no link from �y to �c

j∗ , and because Cj∗ is not satisfied), the sum of the stretches to

peers in �c
j∗ is at least k(4−2δ)

2+δ
> k(1 + 2kε)+α. That is, πz ∈ �z can reduce its cost

by connecting to πc
j∗ .

It remains to show that no peer in �z connects to �a
j∗ , and particularly, that no

two peers in �z simultaneously connect to both �b
j∗ or �c

j∗ . Because there is at least

one link from �z to either �b
j∗ or �c

j∗ , it follows that a link to �a
j∗ can only reduce

the stretch to peers in this particular cluster. However, the incurred cost exceeds the
savings due to the reduced stretch, i.e., 	z(+πa

j∗) = − k(2.96−2δ+2kε)
2.45 + α + k > 0.

For the last case, assume that two peers πz and π ′
z (potentially the same) connect to

both �b
j∗ and �c

j∗ , respectively. Then, π ′
z has an incentive to drop its link to �c

j∗ :

	z(−πc
j∗) = k(3+2kε)

2+δ
− k − α < 0. Hence, in any Nash equilibrium, there is exactly

one link from �z to either �b
j∗ or �c

j∗ , but not to both.
Studying the above rules, it can be observed that there remain only four possible

sets of strategies for peers in �y and �z that could potentially result in a pure Nash
equilibrium. The four cases can be distinguished by whether or not a peer in �y

directly connects to �b
j∗ , and by whether a peer in �z connects to �b

j∗ or �c
j∗ .
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Case 1: Some peer πz ∈ �z connects to πb
j∗ : in this case, some peer πy ∈ �y has

an incentive to add a link to a peer in �b
j∗ , because this significantly reduces its

stretches to peers in �b
j∗ and �c

j∗ . Specifically, πy could reduce its cost by at least

	y(+πb
j∗) ≤ − k(3−2δ)

2 − k(4−2δ)
2.45 + α + k(1 + 2kε) + k(3+2kε)

2.45 < 0.

Case 2: Peers πz ∈ �z and πy ∈ �y connect to �b
j∗ : in this case, the peer πz can

profit from switching its link to a peer in �c
j∗ . Specifically, 	z(π

b
j∗ →πc

j∗) ≤ − 3k
2+δ

+
k(3−2δ+2kε)

2 < 0.

Case 3: Some peer πz ∈ �z connects to �c
j∗ : unlike in the previous case, πz prefers

switching its link from �c
j∗ to a peer in �b

j∗ in the absence of a link from �y to

�b
j∗ . By doing so, it can reduce its cost by 	z(π

c
j∗ →πb

j∗) ≤ k(3+2kε)
2+δ

− k(3+δ)
2 =

k(−5δ − δ2 + 4kε) < 0.

Case 4: Some peer πz ∈ �z connects to �c
j∗ and some peer πy ∈ �y connects to �b

j∗ :

in this configuration, peer πy benefits from removing its link to �b
j∗ . The decrease of

its costs is 	y(−πb
j∗) < −α − k + k(3.1+2kε)

2 < 0.

Finally, since none of these four cases is a Nash equilibrium, the proof is con-
cluded. �

7 Conclusion

The analysis of our locality game reveals that the efficiency of p2p topologies can
suffer if peers act selfishly. Already in a simple 5-peer network, no equilibrium may
exist. Moreover, our results indicate that topologies may degrade more severely when
selfish peers value maintenance cost relatively higher than latency costs. Finally, it
has been shown that it is generally a hard problem to decide whether a p2p system
can stabilize if peers select their neighbors in a selfish manner.

7.1 Practical Issues and Future Directions

The main contributions of this paper are rather theoretic in nature, however, we be-
lieve that our model indeed the main trade-offs that might govern selfish peers’ de-
cisions. We have gained some experience with selfish behavior by collecting data in
the popular BitTorrent network (using our own client BitThief [26]) which provides
evidence—merely by counting the number of users that actually use BitThief every
day—that peers are indeed selfish. Unfortunately, the collected data cannot directly
be used to derive scientific statements about topological structures, as in BitTorrent,
peers learn about new neighbors by recontacting a so-called tracker. However, our
measurements indicate that peers are indeed willing to accept large degrees and con-
nect to many other peers if this improves the download speed (up to 500 TCP con-
nections do not cause any performance loss). Thus, in a file-sharing swarm, peers
tend to have relatively small αs. Gnutella would be an interesting network for a more
detailed measurement study to verify our results. While we expect that some of our
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insights can be confirmed, it may turn out that different forms of “rationality” may
appear on the level of different client versions rather than on the level of individual
users. This line of research is left for future work.

7.2 Open Theoretical Problems

Many theoretic questions are left for future research as well. For instance, we un-
derstand that the NP-hardness construction makes use of network topologies that are
most unlikely to occur in practice. Whether unique Nash equilibria exist for the net-
works we observe in practice today and whether these equilibria can be computed
in polynomial time remains an open question. It would also be interesting to know
whether incentive mechanisms can be designed such that the resulting topologies
have desirable properties, e.g., are hypercubic or pancake networks. Some of our as-
sumptions should also be weakened; e.g., a peer may not have complete knowledge
of the other peers’ states. Finally, we have not investigated how optimal topologies
(with respect to our social cost function) can be computed, and approximate or mixed
Nash equilibria have not been considered yet either.
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